Laundry Loft (

Quality Lifestyle

Introducing our automated fetch machine (watch
our video!)
- Dry Cleaning
- Laundry

Our automated fetch machine allows 24/7 drop -off & collection of laundry
items. Just pay upon collection and
our machine will automatically bring your laundry to you!

)

About Us
Laundry Loft was established with our first outlet located at BIGBOX Shopping
Mall, Jurong East. Our goal is to offer a wide range of quality laundry services,
from self-service coin laundry laundromat to dry cleaning. Singapore's FIRST
full service laundry.
Located within BIG BOX shopping mall, and with the multitude of malls and
MRT in the vicinity, LaundryLoft is located in a vibrant and convenient location
for all your laundry needs!
The use of laundry services have become an increasingly essential part of
Singapore resident’s lifestyle. We rely on them for the maintenance of every
kind of apparel like daily use informal jeans, business attires, occasional
formal suits, traditional attires and costumes, bed sheets, blankets and from
comforter to the delicate curtains. Laundry Loft uses the optimal laundry
methods and techniques tailored for each type of apparel so as to preserve
fabric colour and quality at affordable prices.

Laundry Loft has also kept pace with modern technological advancements. Our
Fetch automated machine allows 24/7 drop-off and collection of your items for
laundry, dry cleaning and ironing. Our laundromat (coin operated washers and
dryers) machines are easy to use and efficient. This allows Laundry Loft to offer
24/7
full
laundry
services,
at
our
customer’s
convenience.
Our laundromat (coin operated laundry) Washing Machines uses specially
selected high quality detergents and softeners. Customers also have the choice
of hot water wash to help remove oily stain from the laundry items. The Dryers
in Laundry Loft have internal filters to remove loose lint from clothing’s and
the high temperature drying helps to kills harmful dust mites in the
laundry. This is extremely beneficial to customers who are concerned about
allergies.
Laundry Loft has provided convenience to many people. We are strategically
located at BIG BOX shopping mall, which is just in the vicinity of Jurong East
MRT station and the Jurong bus interchange. Large malls such as Jem,
Westgate, IMM and Jcube are just a few minutes’ walk away, linked together
with BIG BOX by the J-walk link-bridge. Other nearby buildings like Ng Teng
Fong General Hospital, Devan Nair Institute, The Furniture Mall and
International
Business
Park
are
also
within
walking
distance
from Laundry Loft.

Laundry Loft is now the preferred full service 24/7 laundry outlet of residents
in west of Singapore like Boon Lay, Bukit Batok, Clementi, Jurong East,
Jurong West, Jurong Town Hall, Toh Guan, Toh Tuck ,Choa Chu Kang and
West Coast.

Wet Laundry (Wash & Iron)
on a hangar or neatly packed,
ready for you to pick up.
Drop off and collection of items
take place using our automated
system. The benefits are that you
can drop off and collect your
items 24/7.
The lead time for dry cleaning is 3
working days for clothing, and 4
working days for curtains and
bedding. Express services are
available,
for

an

extra

charge.

Have an item that you want to send in but is not listed here? You can contact
us at 8781 2313 to enquire for a quote.

visit us
Location: 1 Pasir Ris Close, #02-103, Downtown East EHub, Singapore 519599
Location: 1 Venture Avenue Singapore #01-14A, BIGBOX Shopping Mall
Telephone: +65 8781 2313
E-mail: service@laundryloft.sg
Website: www.laundryloft.sg

